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Meeting Highlights
by Leo Davids, WFRC Secretary
 On Tuesday, October 10th, the WFRC club 
convened the first in a series of seven indoor monthly 
meetings at the Monticello Middle School. Attendance 
consisted of  the 3 club officers and 6 members. 
 The meeting was called to order at 7:05 PM by club 
president Joel Dirnberger.
 Meeting minutes for the September meeting were 
approved as published in the October newsletter with 
no additions or corrections.
 Without the club treasurer no report was given for 
the treasury.
 Joel Dirnberger will check if we need to submit a 
progress report to AMA for the field improvement 
project to satisfy terms of the grant we received from 
AMA.
 Joel called for recognition of Mark Shobe's efforts 
this year to coordinate the four club flying events that 
were held for 2014. To keep up this social tradition 
among our membership, we are looking for people to 
volunteer to put on events for 2015. Forming a team 
of volunteers would spread the workload so multiple 
events would not be as daunting a commitment.
 Nominations for club offices was opened and will 
be accepted at the November meeting. Whatever the 
slate turns out to be, they will be published in the 
December newsletter for voting and installation at the 
December meeting.
 The meeting was adjourned at 7:21 PM to begin 
presentations of  Show & Tell.

The next meeting is scheduled
for 7:00 PM on Tuesday, 

November 11th, 2014. It will be 
held in Room 30 of  the 

Monticello Middle School. 

Meeting Show & Tell
by Leo Davids, WFRC Secretary
 Mark Shobe brought in a Guillows Mitsubishi Zero 
kit that he is building. So far Mark has the model 
constructed and covered with tissue. The kit is suppose 
to build as either a static display, rubber powered or gas 
free flight or control line. The model is 1/16 scale with 
a 27” wingspan. Mark is going to set up the plane for 
electric RC. He said that it is the new version of this kit 
with laser cut balsa parts.
 Garth Landefeld brought in his DA-100 twin 
cylinder gasoline 2-cycle engine that he is going to 
power his latest build with. Garth has been working on 
a custom kit-built giant scale Ryan L-17 Navion. The 
model was designed by Wendell Hostetler. Garth 
selected this nearly 10 HP engine to power the Navion 
which will have a 108” wingspan and an AUW of 
about 28-32 pounds. Curt Smallwood machined an 
aluminum extension for the DA-100 engine's prop 
shaft to set the prop forward to better position it in the 
cowling. A prop for this engine will be in the range of 
26-28” diameter.
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Above: Mark Shobe with his Guillows Mitsubishi Zero kit. 

Above and Left: Garth Landefeld brought in his DA-100 twin 
cylinder gasoline 2-cycle engine.
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Above: Garth Landefeld’a DA-100 twin cylinder gasoline 2-
cycle engine.

Upcoming Events
THE RC Auction of the Upper Midwest - The 
TCRC club will be holding their 39th annual auction 
on Saturday, February 7th, 2015. This is a week earlier 
than normal due to Valentine's Day falling on the 
second Saturday. Heaven forbid that an RC event 
conflict with the biggest commercial expression of 
“love” our free economy can muster.

MARCEE Swap Meet - The Minnesota Area Radio 
Control Electric Enthusiasts' normally schedule a swap 
meet the weekend prior to the TCRC auction. It has 
yet to be formally announced but it would probably be 
the 31st of January. Pencil this into your calendar and 
stay tuned for specifics.

The Membership Renewal Season 
by Leo Davids, WFRC Secretary 
 The AMA got an early start for the renewal of 
membership for 2015. I believe I received my notice 
early in October. This seems way too soon and it 
appears our members agree because so far only 10 of 
this year's WFRC members show their AMA paid for 
2015 and two of those are on multi-year memberships. 
Unfortunately, I don't think AMA sends out further 
reminders, so if you didn't get caught up in the early 
renewal cycle, it will be up to me to keep reminding 
you for the next few months.
 As for your WFRC membership, renewal is due by 

the January meeting. I will be sending out the renewal 
form with the December newsletter since there are a 
few of you that actually want to pay up for 2015 at the 
December meeting.

Pre-flight Checklist 
Taken from “The Complete Beginners Guide to Flying Radio Control 
I.C. Powered Model Aircraft, Author: Colin Bedson
Website: http://www.ultraligero.net/Cursos/radio_control/
the_complete_beginners_guide_to_flying_radio_control.pdf

Ed Note: You can modify this to reflect electric flight as desired.
 When your model is ready to fly, make sure it  is 
thoroughly checked over by someone who has done a lot 
of building and flying. When I say thoroughly, I don't 
mean just  picking it  up and checking the balance and 
thumping the tyres a few times. Every detail of setup and 
connection should be gone over in detail. If your 
instructor doesn't want to spend this much time checking 
your plane, find a new instructor!!!! The importance of 
this pre-flight  check cannot  be overemphasized! Many 
models are lost  due to a simple oversight that could have 
been caught by a pre-flight check.
Weight
 Is the model too heavy?
Balance
• Is the center of gravity (fore and aft) within the range 

shown on the plans? Is the model balanced side to 
side? (right and left wings of equal weight)

Alignment
• Are all flying surfaces at the proper angle relative to 

each other?
• Are there any twists in the wings? (apart from built in 

wash-in or wash-out)
Control surfaces
• Are they all securely attached? (i.e. hinges glued, not 

just pushed in)
• Are the control throws set to the correct  direction and 

amount? (this is normally indicated in the plans)
Control linkage
• Have all linkages been checked to make sure they are 

secure?
• Are all snap-links (clevises) closed and keepers 

fitted?
• Have snap-links been used on the servo end? (They 

are more likely to come loose when used on the 
servo)

• Have all screws been attached to servo horns?
Engine and fuel
• Has the engine been thoroughly tested?
• Are all engine screws tight?
• Has the engine been run up at full throttle with the 

plane's nose straight  up in the air? (To make sure it 
won't stall when full power is applied on climb out)
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• Is the fuel tank level with the flying attitude of the 
plane?

• Is the carburetor at the same height (not  above) as the 
fuel tank?

• Is the fuel tank clunk in the proper position and 
moving freely?

Radio
• Has a full range check been performed?
• Has the flight pack charge been checked with a 

voltmeter?
• Have the receiver and battery been protected from 

vibration and shock?
• Is the receiver's antenna fully extended and not 

placed within a fuselage with any sort  of metallic 
covering?

After repair:
• The checklist  should be gone through again, with 

particular attention to the areas that were worked on 
or repaired.

Before EVERY flight:
• Check the receiver flight  pack with a voltmeter to 

ensure enough charge.
• Check the control throw direction for all surfaces. It's 

very easy to do a repair or radio adjustment and 
forget to switch these.

• Start  the engine and test the entire throttle range. Run 
it at  full throttle with its nose in the air for 15 seconds 
or so. (if applicable)

Always remember, with model aircraft; Take-offs are 
optional, landings are mandatory!

If you have news or ideas for articles you would like to 
see, you can email me at jedweb@charter.net or call me at 

763-263-3577. Jean Davids

Café Express 
Want club logo apparel & other items? Shop here: 

http://www.cafepress.com/wrightflyersrc. 

2014 Club Officers
............. ..................Pres  Joel Dirnberger 763-878-2252

................ ........................VP Mark Shobe 612-839-3935
.... .......................Treasurer  Perry Dzuik  763-477-6865

..... ........................Secretary  Leo Davids  763-263-3577
... ........................Safety Off   Jeff  Nelson  763-295-2575
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